Catalan In Three Months

Torrent noted in a public address that it has been exactly three months since Catalans went to the polls following a
unilateral declaration of.Catalan regional deputy Jordi Turull looks from his seat at the start of his that he and other
separatist leaders had widely used in recent months. Three secessionist leaders have given up their seats in the
regional.Discover how to speak Catalan. The Catalan language may have only 10 million speakers. But when you learn
Catalan, a whole new world opens up to you.Catalonia uses certain conventions for presenting dates and times.
Contents. [ hide]. 1 Date. Week; Months. 2 Time; 3 References. Date[edit]. In Catalonia.Catalan months of the year.
English, Catalane. January, Gener. February, Febrer. March, Marc. April, Abril. May, Maig. June, Juny. July,
Juliol.Euro zone bond yields broadly higher* Strong U.S. economic data pushes up dollar* Weaker euro keeps ECB
policy outlook in focus* Spain in.Catalonia has replaced Greece as Europe's never-ending crisis. It's been almost three
months since Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy.Less than three months ago, Catalonia held a hard-fought
referendum on independence from Spain, reigniting an old and messy battle.The fugitive former Catalan president
Carles Puigdemont could return to the region this week in an attempt to retake office, three months after.In less than
three months, on 1 October, Catalan voters will be asked whether they want their region to "become an independent state
in the.It could take three months for ousted Catalan leader Carles Puigdemont and four of his ex-ministers to be returned
to Spain under a European.That is mid-July. It would be the first time in democracy in Catalonia that an election is
repeated. For three months, the two-month clock had not.It's exactly three months to the day that pro-independence
grassroots leaders detention for their role in Catalonia's push for independence.The Catalan Minister for Health, Boi
Ruiz, explained that the measure attention to all people living in Catalonia for at least three months and.Nearly three
months after being dissolved by the Spanish government, the Catalan parliament has begun a new legislature with.
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